
 
Please read disclaimer and information regarding copying and using this design and PDF at the end

of instructions
 

This generous 5x3.5x2 inch box in a box idea came to me when I joined in the 3 projects using mostly
DSP challenge this week. I wanted to recreate a box I use for a break in a box treat which I sell in my
shop and is usually made with cardstock. In order to make it nice and super sturdy I had the idea to
add a lift out box to the inside as a design feature and also to add the needed strength. I kept it really
simple with retiring DSP from the Stampin' Up! neutrals stack and used coffee/choc/tea tones in
Sahara Sand and Choc Chip. As I often do I've left the design pretty basic so that you can play with it
and embellish it or jazz it up however you choose and as always I'd love to see what you do with it so
please #craftylittlethingsuk when you upload your version to social media so I can find it. I just drew
and cut out the hot choc mug on the front but you could download a template using a royalty free
image online if you prefer. 
 
Inch measurements are in BLUE and centimeters are in ORANGE
 
Here's how to make the box.
 
To make the outer box
 
1. Take a piece of DSP measuring 12 x 9 inches (30.4 x 22.9 cm)
 
2. Score on the long side at 2, 5.5, 7.5 and 11 inches. (5, 14, 19 and 28 cm)
 
3. On the short side score at 2 and 7 inches (5 and 17.8 cm). Also score at the end where you made
your 11 inch (28cm) score line on the long side down to the 5.5 inch (14cm) score line at 1 inch 
(2.5cm) and 6 inches (15.2 cm). This will give you the guide for cutting your side flaps to your lid. The
gap between the 11 inch  (28cm) line and the end of the paper at 12 inches (30.4 cm) is also part of
your lid flap.
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4. Now fold and burnish all score lines.
 
5. Take sharp scissors and remove the outer 1 inch (2.5 cm) from each side of the lid section of the
box. You are basically cutting down and across your first score lines on each side.
 
6. Now cut the side flaps of the lid free by cutting accross the score line at the bottom of the long thin
side rectangles. (This assumes you are holding the paper vertically with the one inch (2.5 cm)
 horizontal score line furthest away from you.
 
7. Create flaps to build your lid by cutting across the last little square section of DSP at the end of the
paper. These two little squares will fold in and stick to the side flaps to make the lid. 
 
8. Notch in the two sides of each little square flap and also all three sections of the lid flaps on each
end. This will just help get a snug fit from the lid when closed.
 
9. Now cut along all remaining score lines on the long sides of the DSP to the first score line they
cross. This creates three flaps on each side to make your box ends with.
 
10. Take adhesive and apply to the right side of the two little square flaps and stick them to the inside
of the each of the longer outside flaps. Your lid is formed.
 
11. Take adhesive and apply to the inside of the larger middle flap on each side. Lift each side flap
and stick to the inside of the middle flap to make your box. Take care to keep corners and edges
flush.
 
12. Your outer box is now made, just use a bone folder to press down from the inside to ensure all
adhesive is well spread and compressed.
 
13. Take your DSP cut out of a hot chocolalte mug and stick it using a liquid glue to the top of your
box  remembering that the box is made to stand on the narrow end and open to the right using the
protruding handle of the mug to open. 
 
14. Add a sentiment of your choice using dimensionals to add some depth. The supplies list below
contains the supplies we used for this.
 
Now to make the inner box
 
1. Take a contrasting piece of DSP measuring 8.5 x 6.75 inches (21.6 x 17.2 cm)
 
2. Score on the short side at 1 7/8 and 5.25 inches (4.7 and 13.3 cm)
 
3. Score on the long side at 2 and 6 3/4 inches (5 and 17.2 cm)
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4. Hold the piece of paper by the right bottom corner and cut up the vertical bottom right score line to
the first horizontal
 
5. Turn your paper through 90 degrees and repeat always cutting up the right vertical bottom score
line until all four end flaps are free
 
6. Now apply adhesive to the right side of each corner flap and secure to the inside of the adjacent
side to make an open topped box which shoud slot into the outer box already made.
 
7. Take a strip of DSP measuring 3/4 inch x 7 inches (4.5 and 17.8 cm)and apply adhesive to the
right side 1.5 inches (3.8 cm)along from either end. Stick this to the inside of the open topped box
along the long sides around the middle of each to make a handle. Affix a sentiment or embellishment
to the handle. I used a small flower which had been punched out using a retired Stampin' Up! punch
but you could  use anything you choose or even leave blank.
 
8. Now pop your items into the removable box and slot it into the outer box, close the lid and there
you have it!
 
If these instructions were awkward to follow (it's not easy to write things step by step without the item
in front of you) then please do watch out for my video tutorial coming up on the Crafty Little Things
You Tube channel really soon. Bear with me I'm getting there! 
 
Feel free to use this PDF but please do not breach copyright by reproducing it in part or whole and representing it as the work of any party other than Crafty Little Things or Andrea

Parr. All images belong to Crafty Little Things and Andrea Parr and are the copyright of Stampin' Up! If using this direction in blogs, workshops or for video tutorial please

courteously link to and/or reference www.craftylittlethingsuk.com. Please feel free to sell any items made using this tutorial. No claim is made on the structural box design which is a

standard  gift box design seen frequently on socia media and difficult to attribute as being the original work of any one person. None of the brands featured in these photos gifted

items, sponsored this post or requested a review, they were props used and purchased by Crafty Little Things and are not brands endorsed by Crafty Little Things or Stampin' Up!
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Stampin' Trimmer (Metric) - 129722

Price: £27.00

Simply Scored - 122334

Price: £27.00

Bone Folder - 102300

Price: £6.25

Paper Snips - 103579

Price: £9.00

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430

Price: £3.75
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Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755

Price: £3.75

Snail Adhesive - 104332

Price: £6.25

Petite Petals Punch - 133322

Price: £11.50

Duet Banner Punch - 141483

Price: £16.00

Dapper Denim Classic Stampin' Pad - 141394

Price: £6.00
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